
VAHHS REQUEST: End All Payer Model 

VAHHS requests essentially the suspension of cost growth limits enshrined in statute since the 

commencement of the All Payer Model nearly a decade ago.  The audacious goal of Anya Rader Wallack 

never materialized in the form of efficiency, higher value care and savings, but instead, in well 

documented declines in access, a sicker population and total hospital insolvency risking bond covenants 

and ratings as VAHHS currently pleads to avoid further: 
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What was gained, however, during this catastrophic era, was increased administrative burden – as 

administrative costs soared concurrent to declining expenditures on patient care: 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



All of this is not the result of health care’s “messy complexity”, but instead as Dr. Ge Bai of Johns Hopkins 

University states before a session of US Congress – policy failure: 

 

 

VAHHS current request is an explicit disavowal of the All Payer Model.  GMCB is powerless to deny 

VAHHS its request on behalf of its members, 2/3’s of which is the University of Vermont Health Network. 

Doing so truly would jeopardize the status quo of care delivery and hospital solvency. 

However, GMCB can allow this quagmire to occasion a paradigmatic shift away from the current APM 

orthodoxy, as AHS Commissioner Samuelson continues to defer architecting APM 2.0 so ultimately the 

state of Vermont can default to status quo. Recent testimony in GMCB makes clear measures like level 

billing and site neutral payments will drive monopolies out of sites where they extract 2-3x multiples of 

independent practices.  As GMCB invariably approves hospital rates above what was visioned beginning 

with the 2022 FY budgets, it can and must vision beyond current FY24 a new era where patient care is 

preferenced above atriums, excess of surgical supply is preferenced above costly new construction, and 

administrative burden is examined at the line item level to root out greed and return health care dollars 

to high value, lower cost direct patient care.  

https://youtu.be/q6KTsFYFigI
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